
short tour description/route characteristics
From Sonthofen you first climb up to the Oberjochpass (1178 m) and from there into the
Tannheimer Tal. Next on the agenda is the Gaichtpass (1093 m) - a pleasure on the open
road! In Weißenbach the Lech valley is reached, which the route follows via Stanzach to
the descent to the Hahntennjoch. The Hahntennjoch (1903 m) is a popular meeting point
for motorcyclists, especially on weekends. Therefore, a break at the top of the pass is
usually advisable. Steeply down into the valley to Imst. From there follow the signs to
Pitztal! Via Arzl you get to Wenns. Here the small but fine road branches off up to the
Pillerhöhe (Garcherblick - 1558 m). The view down into the Inn valley is simply
fantastic! The descent down to Prutz still offers beautiful views into the Kaunertal (see
"Kaunertaler-Gletscherstraße"). When you arrive in Prutz you turn left towards
Reschenpass. But before that the route branches off up to Samnaun! Duty free zone -
cheap shopping (petrol, cigarettes etc.). Over the old road (turn-off immediately after the
border) it goes through several narrow dark tunnels back down into the valley. (Those
who do not want to append the round trip into the Rojental turn left here and after a few
kilometres return to the main route towards Landeck).
There turn right to the Swiss border. Here, turn left again to Norberthöhe (1461 m). In
Nauders you reach the route to the Reschenpass (1507 m). Here turn right and before the
lake in Reschen follow the turnoff "Valle Roia/Rojental". In beautiful curve combinations
the road leads up to Rojen and from there further up to just over 2000 m! The road is quite
narrow and leads through a light forest back down to Reschensee. Once there, turn left
and follow the western side of the lake back to Reschen. Here you come back to the main
road, which is followed via Nauders and the Finstermünzpass (1188 m). Through Pfunds
and Prutz the path continues towards Landeck. Before the road turns right and after a
short distance you reach the turnoff to Fliess! Here the path turns right and over several
hairpin bends and a narrow road leads up again to Pillerhöhe. Via Wenns you reach Imst
again. From there follow the path to Fernpass. The Fernpass (1209 m) is unfortunately
often heavily used, but the following stretch compensates for the "traffic obstruction"!
Continue through the Lermooser tunnel (which you can also bypass on the right via
Biberwier and Lermoos) until you reach the turn-off for Bichelbach. Turn left here and
continue to Berwang and Namlos. This route - little frequented - is simply a pleasure!
Wonderfully swinging curves and good road surface invite you to ride a motorcycle! In
Stanzach the Lechtal is reached again (turn right!) and via Weißenbach, the Gaichtpass
and the Tannheimer Tal it goes back to the Oberjochpass and back to Sonthofen!
Total distance about 390 km (without Rojental about 340 km)
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